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imaging of up to 700 roots per day.
The measurement techniques were evaluated using roots recovered from a set of 200
recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from a cross between maize inbreds B73 and
CML333. B73 and CML333 are known to have different root characteristics and their
progeny are expected to show segregation for root traits.
Since standard protocols for the measurement of the two root traits are non-existent,
no comparisons could be made. Nevertheless, the data showed that the techniques were
capable of confirming significant differences in FD among the two inbred lines and their
progeny, as well as measuring variations in RTA that are known for the inbreds and their
crosses. In addition, first hypotheses about the inheritance of root complexity (as
expressed in the FD) and RTA in maize were derived and tested: initial evidence showed
that root complexity is a phenotype probably determined by a multitude of genes with
small effects. In contrast, the data indicated that the RTA is additively inherited.
ª 2011 IAgrE. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

The acquisition of genotypic data of plants through DNA
sequencing has become an inexpensive, high-throughput
procedure: the larger problem is currently obtaining high
quality phenotypic data for a large number of genotypes. The
focus in phenotyping of maize has been on the above ground
part, arguable owing to ease of access and the non-destructive
nature of the process. The root structure has had considerably
less attention, and even less in a high-throughput sense. It is
however imperative that the properties of the plant organ that

is actually in contact with soil are investigated in relation to
agronomic performance. To interpret the phenotypic information in a genetic sense using a statistically sound procedure, a large number of plants needs to be evaluated. In
addition, to evaluate how root complexity influences, for
instance, water uptake and nitrogen use efficiency, response
to biotic stresses, and overall plant health, a system is
required that can measure root morphological parameters in
a standardised high-throughput manner.
Architecture of a biological object according to Lynch (1995)
is “The spatial configuration of some complex assemblage of
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subunits, with the implication that the overall configuration
has some functional significance”. In this paper, a practical
realisation is offered to measure the complexity, expressed in
the Fractal Dimension (FD), and Root Top Angle (RTA) of maize
roots. As a test case, two maize inbreds B73 and CML333,
which are known to have differing root morphologies, and
a large set of progeny derived from their cross, were selected.

1.1.

Maize root complexity measurement

In this research, the assumption was made that roots are
complex structures without adhering to a definition from the
biological domain. However, since fractals are complex
structures based on a mathematical definition, and since FD is
a proven indicator of the level of complexity, the assumption
was made that the FD of an assumed complex object such as
a maize root is an indicator of its complexity. The reasoning
behind the assumption that maize roots are complex objects
that can be regarded fractals, lays in the fact that selfsimilarity, one of the key characteristics of fractals, is
present (Richardson & zu Dohna, 2003; Soethe, Lehmann, &
Engels, 2007; Spek & Van Noordwijk, 1994). Mandelbrot
(1983) was the first to introduce the concept of FD. Fractals
are objects that are irregular, but self-similar at various scales
(Eshel, 1998; Mandelbrot, 1983). Besides maize roots, many
structures in nature appear fractal-like, such as trees, ferns,
snowflakes, clouds, sponges, and mountains.
A considerable amount of work has been done to capture
the complexity of root systems using FDs, including
morphology analysis (Tatsumi, Yamauchi, & Kono, 1989),
growth and architecture of bean seedling roots (Lynch,
Johannes, & Beem, 1993), and sorghum root morphology
(Masi & Maranville, 1998). Oppelt, Kurth, Dzierzon, Jentschke,
and Godbold (2000) used FD to compare the root systems of
four fruit tree species from Botswana, and Walk, Van Erp, and
Lynch (2004) related the FD to the ability of roots to explore
soils. Bohn, Novais, Fonseca, Tuberosa, and Grift (2006) used
FD to locate regions in the maize genome involved in the
inheritance of the primary root system complexity of maize.
Lontoc-Roy et al. (2006) used computer tomography to quantify the complexity of root systems in a three-dimensional
space. FD has also been used to study other biological
objects, such as seaweeds (Kubler & Dugeon, 1996), sponges
(Abraham, 2001), neurons (Fernandez et al., 1994), and fungal
mycelia (Mihail, Obert, Bruhn, & Taylor, 1995).

1.2.

Root Top Angle (RTA) measurement

Hammer et al. (2009) used a quantitative dynamic crop growth
model to investigate the effect of canopy and root architecture
changes on maize yield trends. They concluded that the root
architecture, mainly defined by the root angle of the primary
root system, may have had a profound influence on the
historical maize yield increases in the Mid-Western USA.
Although in the research as described here the secondary root
system was studied, the research by Hammer et al. (2009)
provided the inspiration to measure the RTA of the
secondary root system using a set of root images.

1.3.
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Imaging of biological objects

Image acquisition has been conducted previously using video
cameras (Cunningham, Adams, Luxmoore, Post, & DeAngelis,
1989; Ottman & Timm, 1984), optical scanners (Arsenault,
Poulcur, Messier, & Guay, 1995; Box, 1996; Kaspar & Ewing,
1997), photographic images (Abraham, 2001; Bohn et al.,
2006; Eghball, Settimi, Maranville, & Parkhurst, 1993; Masi &
Maranville, 1998; Tatsumi et al., 1989), and image transparencies (Nielsen & Lynch, 1994). The challenge whilst
studying secondary maize root systems lays in the fact that
they represent three-dimensional (3D) structures. It is technically demanding to make in situ measurements of this type
of structures; however, measurements in two dimensions (2D)
can be used to estimate the FD of 3D objects (Nielsen & Lynch,
1994). Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) technology is
available to obtain images of 3D structures and to study their
FDs. However, this technology is expensive, cannot be applied
in a high-throughput fashion, and, with current equipment,
large root systems cannot be analysed (Berntson, 1996).
The objective of this research was to develop highthroughput methods allowing the measurement of maize
root traits such as FD as a proxy for root complexity, as well as
RTA.

2.

Materials and methods

To evaluate the performance of the high-throughput phenotyping technologies, they were applied in a large-scale
experiment. Maize inbreds B73 and CML333 were used as
parental materials in this experiment. B73 is a yellow dent
inbred, which belongs to the temperate Stiff Stalk Synthetic
heterotic group. CML333 is a white flint inbred, developed at
CIMMYT, Mexico, that is adapted to tropical climate conditions. Both inbreds were crossed and a set of 200 individuals
from their segregating F2 population were randomly selected.
These individuals were advanced by continuous selfing to
produce a set of 200 recombinant inbred lines (RILs).
Conventional maize hybrids are produced by crossing two
maize inbreds from different heterotic pools to maximise
hybrid vigour. Therefore, it is of key importance to evaluate
new maize inbreds as hybrids. To accomplish this goal, testcrosses were produced by crossing both parental inbreds B73
and CML333 and their RILs to the same inbred PHZ51. PHZ51
belongs to the non-Stiff Stalk heterotic pool. Testcrosses used
in this research, were produced by Dr. Flint-Garcia, USDAARS, Columbia, Missouri.
The experimental design was an incomplete block design
with 204 entries, i.e., the testcrosses of all 200 RILs and their
parental inbreds B73 and CML333 and two commercial hybrids
as checks, two replications, 34 incomplete blocks and six
entries per block. The complete experiment was planted at the
“University of Illinois Research Educational Center” in Urbana,
Illinois. The experiment was repeated with a single replication
at the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station of the
University of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri. Here, the
experimental design included two replications, 34 incomplete
blocks and six entries per block. Each plot consisted of a single
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row of 4.6 m long with 0.76 m spacing between rows. Plots
were composed of 25 plants row1 (71,525 plants ha1). Plants
were uprooted at the R1 (silking) stage, where the first plant in
each row was discarded. In Illinois, the next three consecutive
plants and in Missouri the next four consecutive plants were
trimmed at the third node and uprooted ensuring that for each
plant a cubic volume of 0.3 m by 0.3 m by 0.3 m root core was
recovered. A simple time study revealed the following average
time requirements per root: digging required 84 s, soaking and
cleaning using high-pressure water jets required 210 s, and
imaging required 45 s giving a total of 5 min and 39 s per root.
These time estimates were acquired in a drummer silty clay
loam soil under normal soil conditions, meaning that neither
compaction nor drought conditions were present. Each root
was labelled with a unique barcode that was used in the
analysis software to identify the genotype and field location.
In this study, a total of 1932 roots were processed at the
Agricultural Engineering farm of the University of Illinois.

2.1.

Imaging system

Maize roots are intricate structures with abundant detail
hidden behind outer root branches. To acquire high quality
images from objects like these, proper lighting is essential.
The objective was to obtain an even diffused lighting scene,
thus reducing the shading effect that outer root branches may
have on inner branches. For this purpose, a “soft box” was
constructed (Fig. 1). It consists of a box structure with an inner
dimension of 61 cm square, by 122 cm tall, made from non-

reflective white furniture panels, with two “shelves”. The top
shelf contains dual diffusing cloths made from a low-cost
white sheet material, (not drawn in the figure). Two monochrome cameras (Unibrain Fire-i 701b), with a maximum
resolution of 1280 by 960 pixels were mounted, one in the
“bridge” between the diffusing cloths in the top shelf, and
another in a side panel to obtain top view and lateral view
images. The cameras were fitted with variable focus/variable
aperture lenses with a focal length of 6 mm (Pentax
C60607KP). The cameras were controlled by a program written
in MatLab, using an IEEE 1394 (FireWire) interface.
The bottom shelf served as a platform that contains a spike
on which the root was pinned upside down, after punching
a hole in the stalk. Underneath the spike, a stepper motor was
mounted that rotated the root to obtain four lateral images.
The stepper motor was controlled by a driver board (model
KTA-196, Ocean Controls, Seaford BC, Australia) through
a serial connection, under control of the same program that
communicated with the cameras. As a light source, a standard
photography 250 W incandescent bulb was used. This bulb
generated light with such intensity that, under the diffusing
cloths no shadow caused by the bridge containing the camera
was observed in images. The soft box was fitted with a hinged
door for easy frontal access.
In addition to ensuring proper lighting, background
subtraction was used to obtain high-contrast images. This
was accomplished in software written in MatLab. Before the
operator placed a root in the imaging box, the control program
acquired two background images for each root, one from
above and one from the side. Subsequently, the operator
placed the root on the spike and, after closing the door, one
top image and one lateral image were acquired. The machine
then automatically rotated the root three times through 90 ,
so that three more lateral root images were obtained. For
analysis, the difference images between the background
image and the image containing the root were used. Fig. 2
shows a composite image, where the top two images are
originals without background subtraction, and the bottom two
images show the effect of background subtraction. It is clear
that in the bottom images, the background has vanished, with
minimal loss of detail. The left side images show the top views
and the right side images show the lateral views of the root.
Note that the lateral images are shown upside down, as they
were acquired in the imaging box where the root was pinned
upside down on the spike.

2.2.

Fig. 1 e A “soft box” was developed to provide a highly
diffuse lighting scene for imaging the intricate structures
present in maize roots. The box was made from white nonreflective panel board, with two “shelves”, the upper shelf
containing diffusing cloths (made from white sheet
material), and a downward looking camera. The bottom
shelf contained a spike on which the roots were placed, as
well as a mechanism that automatically rotated the root to
obtain four perpendicular lateral views from a camera
mounted in a side panel. Note that the diffusing cloths are
not drawn.

Fractal dimension as a root complexity indicator

The FD of the roots was determined from the top images as
well as the lateral images using the classical “box-counting”
method, which was implemented in a MatLab program. This
method consists of applying a fine grid across a binary image
and counting the number of pixels that coincide with the root
image. Subsequently, the grid size is increased by a factor 2
and the procedure is repeated until the grid size is equal to the
image size. Fig. 3 shows this process, with six images, where
the resolution is decreased from 256 by 256 pixels to 8 by 8
pixels from top left to bottom right. Each image resulted in
a data point that indicated how many pixels in the image
coincided with the root image. These points were used to
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Fig. 2 e This is a composite image of maize roots. The top images show the originals with the background visible (notice the
crevice in the top right image, where the bottom shelf and side panel connect). The bottom images show the roots after background
subtraction. Notice that the background has become solid white, even the crevice has been removed, at a low loss of detail.

calculate the FD as the slope of a line in a graph, where the
logarithm of the number of intercepting pixels is plotted
against the logarithm of the reciprocal value of the grid size.
The FD is a continuous variable ranging from one to two for
two-dimensional images.

2.3.

Root Top Angle measurement

The simplest idealised topology of a maize root may be
a model where the stalk is approximated by a cylinder and the
root section is approximated by a cone (Fig. 4). The challenge is
now to determine 1) the starting point of the cylinder at the
bottom, which indicates the stalk diameter, 2) the transition
point between the cylinder and the cone and 3) the “rim” of
the cone.
The process as described here may seem rather trivial at
first, but alas, there are many ways in which true roots differ
from the ideal topology. To obtain a feel for the difficulty of
determining the “correct” root angle, it is a useful exercise to
observe the bottom right image in Fig. 2, and try to “estimate”
the Left and Right Root Angles. When attempting this, human
observers subconsciously separate what is considered root
and what is not, what matters and what can be ignored, what
is “shape” and what is “texture”. For instance, the smaller
vertically oriented branches are typically ignored and an

imaginary straight line is drawn that straddles the larger root
branches at the bottom. Some observers may straddle
a straight line closer to the stalk than others. The conclusion is
simple: a “correct” root angle does not exist, and, therefore,
a method was defined that performed consistently for “well
behaved roots”, meaning that they have a stalk that can be
distinguished, and that the transition point from stalk to root
mass is identifiable.
Adopting the ideal topology principle, the following
procedure was developed: after converting the monochrome
image into a binary image, the first task was to split the image
into a left and right hand semi-image to calculate the Left and
Right Root Angles independently. For this purpose, the centre
of the stalk was required. However, in many images, not only
does the stalk intercept the pixel row at the bottom of the
image, but often root branches and sometimes brace roots are
present in the lowest pixel row. To distinguish the maize stalk
from other objects, the lengths of all objects that intersected
the lowest pixel row were calculated and the largest contiguous line segment was considered the stalk. To capture the
overall “shape” or “mass” of the root, the pixels were accumulated across the complete length of the root (Fig. 5), and the
coordinates ( ptop,qtop) representing the “rim” of the cone were
set as the maximum value of the accumulated pixels along the
horizontal axis.
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Fig. 3 e The images shown represent the process of calculating the Fractal Dimension of a root (here using a top view
image). The grid size was gradually reduced from 256 3 256 pixels (top left) to 8 3 8 pixels (bottom right). In each image, the
number of pixels that intercept with the root was counted. This led to six data points that served to calculate the Fractal
Dimension.

Fig. 4 e A simple topological model of a maize Root
(presented upside down) is formed by a vertical cylinder
that represents the stalk, and a cone shape that represents
the root mass. The challenge is to find the starting point of
the cylinder at the bottom, the transition from the cylinder
to the cone, and the “rim” of the cone.

The ( pbottom,qbottom) coordinate, as shown in Fig. 4, is
impossible to define in an absolute sense for a real maize root,
since the transition point between the stalk (represented by
the cylinder) and the root volume (represented by the cone) is
not uniquely identifiable. Fortunately, the Left and Right Root
Angles are not highly sensitive to the choice of pbottom, and
therefore, an arbitrary measure was used: the root section was
assumed to start at the point where the accumulated pixel
value is larger than or equal to twice the stalk radius. The
constant two is the only arbitrary value in the procedure, and
choosing this value rather large avoided problems with nodes
protruding from the stalk such as is the case in the root shown
in Fig. 2. In addition, since the choice of pbottom is arbitrary, the
method is robust against errors in the stalk diameter
measurement which sometimes occurred owing to the presence of brace roots in the images. In Fig. 5, on the left hand
side( ptop,qtop)¼(406,483),( pbottom,qbottom)¼(139,262) resulting in
a Left Root Angle of 39.6 . On the right hand side
( ptop,qtop)¼(475,598),( pbottom,qbottom)¼(123,298), resulting in
a Right Root Angle of 40.4 . The RTA was therefore 100.0 .
Fig. 6 shows an image in which the original root is overlaid
with the stalk diameter (vertical straight lines) as well as the
Left and Right Root Angles (slanted lines). Although there is no
standard to compare to, it is clear that the Left and Right Root
Angles are in agreement with the overall root shape.

2.4.

Data analysis

Data sets containing FD and RTA measurements of roots
obtained from Illinois (NRoot ¼ 1143) and Missouri (NRoot ¼ 789)
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Fig. 5 e Accumulated pixels of the root as shown in the bottom right image of Fig. 2. The accumulated pixels give a measure
of the root “mass”. The “rim” of the cone ( ptop,qtop) was taken as the maximum value of the accumulated pixels. The
transition from the cylinder to the cone ( pbottom,qbottom) was taken as the point where the number of accumulated pixels
equalled twice the stalk radius.

were combined. Plot means were calculated and an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) procedure was followed to detect significant
differences among recombinant inbred lines. The mixed model
applied was:
yijk ¼ m þ ai þ bðiÞj þ gk þ eðijkÞ

(1)

where yijk represents the phenotypic plot mean of an entry, ai
is the random effect of the ith replication, b(i)j is the random
effect of the jth block within the ith replication, gk is the fixed

Fig. 6 e Image of a maize root with the Left and Right Root
Angle overlaid.

effect of the kth genotype, and eijk represents the residual error,
NID(0, s2). Marginal means were estimated for each genotype.
Phenotypic correlation coefficients among traits were calculated from the marginal mean values of each trait applying
standard methods (Mode & Robinson, 1959). All analyses were
performed using SAS statistical software 9.1 (SAS Institute,
2003).

3.

Results and discussion

The performance of the phenotyping method was assessed by
a statistical analysis using 1932 roots. For each root system,
five images from different views of the root were taken, i.e.,
one image from the top view (F0, see the bottom left subplot in
Fig. 2) and four images from lateral views (S0 (see the bottom
right subplot in Fig. 2), S90, S180, S270). If the assumption that
roots are fractal-like objects holds true, FD values obtained
from the different views of a root system must be correlated.
Correlation coefficients were determined using marginal
means of FDs for all 200 testcrossed recombinant inbred lines.
All correlation coefficients were highly significant (P < 0.001)
and ranged from 0.77 to 0.83 between FD values obtained from
lateral and top images combined, and from 0.83 to 0.88 for FD
values determined for lateral images only. The fact that strong
associations were observed between FDs for lateral and top
images was unexpected (Fig. 7A shows the relationship
between FD means for views F0 and S0). Given the assumption
that roots are self-similar objects, finding significant correlations was expected, but since the images exhibit dramatic
differences, one being quasi point-symmetric without a stalk,
the other being quasi line-symmetric with a stalk, a much
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Fig. 7 e A. The relationship between mean fractal dimension (FD) values of roots. For each root system the FD was
determined using a top view image (F0) and a side view image (S0), respectively. The linear relationship between F0 and S0
is explained by the regression model y [ 0.73x D 0.50 which explains 56% of the phenotypic variation for these traits in the
population B73 3 CML333. B. and C. are histograms for the mean FD of maize roots among 200 testcrossed recombinant
inbred lines derived from cross B73 3 CML333 based on their vertical ðx[1:82; SE[0:017Þ and horizontal view
imagesðx[1:83; SE[0:019Þ. For both views, the FDs were highly significant (P < 0.0005) among the recombinant inbred
lines. Note that the white vertical lines in the histograms indicate the means.

lower correlation was expected. These results provide
circumstantial evidence that roots are indeed fractal-like
structures.
Insets B and C show histograms of the FDs of the lateral
images (B) and the top images (C). Highly significant (P < 0.001)
differences between recombinant inbred lines were detected
for FDs based on lateral and top images. Parental testcrosses
B73  PHZ51 and CML333  PHZ51 differed significantly
(P < 0.01) with respect to their FDs. Transgressive segregation
of FD in both image views was observed. As suggested by the
tight correlation between FDs for lateral and top views, the
histograms were very similar with respect to their population
mean FDs (FDlateral¼1.82;FDtop¼1.83) and observed variances.
Fig. 8 shows the distribution of RTA means among the 200
testcrossed recombinant inbred lines and their testcrossed
parents B73 and CML333. RTAs ranged from 52 to 88 with
a population mean of 70 . RTA differences among recombinant
inbred line testcrosses and between both parental testcrosses
were highly significant (P < 0.001). The analysis of variance
revealed highly significant (P < 0.001) differences among
recombinant inbreds. Based on previous information, inbreds
B73 and CML333 were expected to exhibit dramatically

Fig. 8 e Histogram of the Root Top Angle (RTA) of lateral
root images from a dataset of 1932 images. The RTA
population mean is 69.7 and its standard error is 6.57.
Differences among recombinant inbred lines for RTA were
highly significant (P < 0.0037).
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different root angles, since B73 is a “narrow angled” inbred with
an upright leaf and tassel posture and small RTAs and, in
contrast, CML333 is characterised by larger leaf angles, tassel
angles, and RTAs.
In addition to their testcrosses, B73, CML333, and tester
PHZ51 were evaluated as inbreds with regard to their FDs and
RTAs (data not shown). Initial evidence showed that root
complexity is a maize phenotype probably determined by
a multitude of genes with small effects. In addition, testcrosses showed significant hybrid vigour for root complexity.
Combining FD and RTA data from both the testcross and
inbreds per se, first hypotheses about the inheritance of root
complexity and root angle in maize were derived and tested. If
genes involved in the expression of root complexity (represented by FD) and RTA are acting in an additive mode, it is
expected that the phenotype of a hybrid, which was derived
by crossing two inbreds, would not be significantly different
from the mean phenotype of these parental inbreds. This was
the case in evaluation of the RTAs: parental testcross hybrid
RTAs did not significantly differ from the average RTA of the
two inbreds crossed to produce the hybrid, e.g.:
RTAB73 þ RTAPHZ51
 RTAB73PHZ51 ¼ 1:00deg
Contrast1 ¼
2
RTACML333 þ RTAPHZ51
Contrast2 ¼
 RTACML333PHZ51 ¼ 0:65deg
2
(2)
Neither contrast was significantly different from zero,
which is in agreement with the assumption that RTA is
additively inherited.
For FD and RTA, substantial transgressive segregation was
observed, i.e., a number of recombinant inbred lines showed
more extreme root phenotypes than their parents. These
results are commonly observed in breeding experiments
indicating that both parental inbreds carry genes that increase
as well as decrease the trait under study (Balint-Kurti et al.,
2007; Rieseberg, Archer, & Wayne, 1999). Recombining both
parental genomes produces recombinant inbreds that contain
more positively or negatively acting alleles than either
parents. As a consequence, these recombinant inbreds display
extreme genotypes as seen in the root complexity experiment.
Another interesting finding was that the FD and RTA estimates were not significantly correlated among recombinant
inbred lines. Therefore, it can be speculated that FD and RTA
describe independent aspects of what constitutes root architecture and that, in the maize plant, both traits are controlled
and respond independently to various abiotic and biotic
stresses.

4.

Conclusions

Two phenotypical maize root characteristics were measured
using a dedicated imaging system along with analysis software. The phenotypical characteristics were Fractal Dimension (FD) as a proxy for root complexity and the Root Top
Angle (RTA).
The measurement arrangement was capable of producing
high quality information that was highly repeatable: highly
significant genotypic variances were observed in a population
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of maize recombinant inbred lines for both FD and RTA. This is
a key prerequisite for improving maize root characteristics to
meet future challenges in maize production that could not yet
be adequately addressed owing to a lack of appropriate highthroughput methods. The development and validation of the
technologies as presented here could only be achieved
through synergistic collaboration between an Engineering
Department and a Crop Sciences Department.
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